I DON'T HAVE TO SHOW ANYONE WHAT I CAN DO
I NEED TO CHALLENGE MYSELF

Ravindrasinh Jadeja

YOUR LAUNCHPAD TO SUCCESS

Marwadi Chandarana Group
10700+ STUDENTS ON ROLL
1700+ INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
50+ PROGRAMMES
27200+ ALUMNI
51 COUNTRIES
FOUNDATION OF
MARWADI UNIVERSITY

From its inception in 2008, Marwadi Education Foundation Group of Institutions has been dedicated
to expanding and sharing knowledge, inspiring innovation, and preserving cultural and scientific
information for future generations. The Marwadi Education Foundation’s Group of Institutions is
accredited with NAAC A+ Grade.

Marwadi University was established under the Gujarat Universities Act (Act 9 of 2016) on 9th May 2016.
Marwadi University is promoted by Marwadi Shares and Finance Limited (MSFL) - a major stock broking
company in India, & Chandarana Intermediaries Brokers Pvt Ltd (CIBPL) - a leading firm dealing in
technical and arbitrage trading in Indian Stock Markets.

OUR VISION
To foster an environment that empowers people, organisations, and societies through education,
ideas, research, and training.

OUR MISSION
To provide quality education and thereby bring social transformation
To create leaders through innovation and entrepreneurship
To cultivate the culture of research advancements
To imbibe universal consciousness
To stimulate growth through industrial and international partnerships

OUR CORE VALUES
Lifelong Learning
Empathy
Adaptability
Diversity
Empowerment
Respect

RECOGNITIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Marwadi University is recognized by the Government of Gujarat along with The Government
of India as well as the concerned statutory and professional bodies.

MU is a proud member of -
IEEE | ISTE | AIB | ADC | IICE | I | IJEE | CSI and USG | IJCTE | BAR COUNCIL OF INDIA |
PHARMACY COUNCIL OF INDIA | ASSOCIATION OF COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITIES

MEMBERSHIPS
IEEE | IET | ISTE | IICE | CSI | ASCE | INCSS | ASME

Marwadi University is a premier and high performance partner with the Study In India program and Study in
Gujarat program supported by MHRD under Government of India and Government of Gujarat respectively.

FEATURED
AMONG THE TOP PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA AS PER INDIA TODAY, 2021

MARWADI UNIVERSITY RATED Aa+ For India’s Best Law Colleges Rating - West Zone As Per CAREES 360

MARWADI UNIVERSITY RANKED 23RD Amongst The Top 50 State Private Universities In India BY OUTLOOK- ICARE INDIA UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2021

MARWADI UNIVERSITY RECOGNISED IN THE BAND “EXCELLENT” Under The Category “University & Deemed To Be University (Private/Self Financed/Technical)” In Atal Ranking Of Institutions On INNOVATION ACHIEVEMENT (ARIIA) 2021
1700+ INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FROM 51 COUNTRIES

DISCOVER MARWADI UNIVERSITY

MARWADI UNIVERSITY IS A PROMINENT UNIVERSITY IN WESTERN INDIA WITH A GLOBAL VISION. IT ENGAGES WITH PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS ACROSS THE GLOBE IN THE QUEST TO PROMOTE CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING AND UNLEASH THE NEXT GENERATION OF WORLD LEADERS.

DISCOVER

INDIA

FASTEST GROWING ECONOMY - RANKED BY THE WORLD BANK & IMF

2ND FASTEST GROWING SERVICE SECTOR IN THE WORLD BY CII & KPMG

THE LARGEST DEMOCRACY IN THE WORLD AND THE 7TH LARGEST COUNTRY

THE NUMBER OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA IS 39,050 & 903 RESPECTIVELY, WITH 36.64 MILLION STUDENTS ENROLLED IN HIGHER EDUCATION

GLOBALLY, INDIA PRODUCES THE 2ND LARGEST POOL OF ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

INDIA IS THE 2ND LARGEST ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
GUJARAT is recognised as an educational hub led by premier institutions such as IIM-A, IRMA and NID in Ahmedabad & Marwadi University in Rajkot.

One of the most prosperous states in the country having a per-capita GDP 3.2 times India’s average.

Around 60 universities & over 800 colleges are based in Gujarat with around 1.4 million students.

Government-promoted programmes like ‘Student Start-Up & Innovation Policy (SSIP)’ to encourage research and innovation.

One of the safest states in India.

STATUE OF UNITY
World’s Tallest Statue in Gujarat with the height of 182 metres

GUJARAT is envisioned as a smart city with an intense focus on developing next-gen leaders and entrepreneurs through education.

Rajkot is the 35th largest metropolitan area in India, with a population of more than 2 million as of 2021. It is the second cleanest city in India and is the 7th fastest-growing city in the world.

The city boasts of historical landmarks, parks featuring historical events, & monuments from colonial times in a highly preserved manner.

The leading centre of India in the field of diesel-engines, submersible pumps, and forging industries, ceramic as well as textile industries.
At Marwadi University, we are committed to offering our students a unique platform that makes them industry-qualified and enhances their knowledge that can be practically implemented in the real world. Gaining knowledge with the help of analytical tools that unlock the limitless potential of an individual is no more a distant dream. With the help of 3-layer learning at Marwadi University, we aim to promote technological expertise with a mix of rigorous research and revised skillsets. The first layer consists of Knowledge that focuses on attributes like critical thinking, identifying opportunities, and decision-making. While the second layer aims at improving the individual skills that push the students closer to their goals. With the acquired technical and soft skills, the third layer which is the development stage prepares the students to implement the gained knowledge in real-life situations. The convergence of the competencies will accelerate the students’ proficiency in contributing in the highest manner to our society. With Rajkot being the entrepreneurial hub of the Saurashtra region of Gujarat that provides plenty of employment opportunities, a lack of knowledge and its implementation was seen. Marwadi University had been established with the sole purpose of bridging the gap between such kind of educational system not only focuses on the socio-economic growth of the region but takes a leap towards international recognition as well. With the establishment of Marwadi University, we intended to considerably invest in the educational sector in order to proportionately focus on entrepreneurship along with education. By doing so, we aim to nurture society in the areas of research and technology and also drive growth via industrial and academic partnerships.

Marwadi University

Ketan Marwadi
Founder & President | Marwadi University

Co-Founder & Vice-Chairman | Marwadi University

At Marwadi University, we are committed to offering our students a unique platform that makes them industry-qualified and enhances their knowledge that can be practically implemented in the real world. Gaining knowledge with the help of analytical tools that unlock the limitless potential of an individual is no more a distant dream. With the help of 3-layer learning at Marwadi University, we aim to promote technological expertise with a mix of rigorous research and revised skillsets. The first layer consists of Knowledge that focuses on attributes like critical thinking, identifying opportunities, and decision-making. While the second layer aims at improving the individual skills that push the students closer to their goals. With the acquired technical and soft skills, the third layer which is the development stage prepares the students to implement the gained knowledge in real-life situations. The convergence of the competencies will accelerate the students’ proficiency in contributing in the highest manner to our society. With Rajkot being the entrepreneurial hub of the Saurashtra region of Gujarat that provides plenty of employment opportunities, a lack of knowledge and its implementation was seen. Marwadi University had been established with the sole purpose of bridging the gap between the immense economical growth and the lack of technological advancements. With the research-oriented tech-focused curriculum, Marwadi University aims to direct its students in the direction that leads them to become successful entrepreneurs. This pushes them to utilize the available opportunities in a manner that also contributes to the betterment of our society.

Marwadi University

Ketan Marwadi
Founder & President | Marwadi University

FROM THE DESK OF
THE CHAIRMAN

THE PROVOST

Marwadi University keeps the discovery of a student’s true potential at its crux and facilitates the learners on the path of recognition. We, at Marwadi University, aim to deal with the dynamics of the educational domain and push ourselves towards greater discovery. The academisation at Marwadi University is dominated by the approach that defines student-centricity and drives self-learning. We aim to walk on the path of innovation and adapt to academic practices that are nationally as well as internationally recognized.

The education system at Marwadi University works conjointly with the essence of the National Education Policy (NEP-2020) and nurtures the traits of multi-disciplinary programmes. The integration of vocational training in the curriculum ensures that the learner’s capacity is enabled to the fullest. The cutting edge learning experience at Marwadi University goes hand in hand with the aim of stimulating the interest of the learners through multitude of approaches. This will encourage the students to revamp their individual efforts towards their goals. NEP 2020 has shattered the traditional methods of learning and has encouraged educational institutes to adapt to the newer blended methods that ensure practicing creative and critical thinking. The roadway to internationalisation is a major capstone for the educational revolution that promotes liberal systems of education and Marwadi University is confederating with Universities from across the borders to incorporate a dynamic education system. With the onset of a major educational revolution, we, at Marwadi University are committed to prodigiously reconstructing the society. Supercomputer, competency of our faculty members, projects, partnerships with various knowledge providers like Caunera, IBM, OISCO etc., are the several compounds of knowledge that contribute to catalyzing innovation. Our ethics, values and vision are directed towards empowering the new generation of learners along with the values of leadership. I am delighted to welcome students approaching from all parts of the country and abroad to join Marwadi University. Whether you are a potential student, a parent or an inquisitive individual, we heartily welcome you to visit our vibrant campus and experience the amazing teaching-learning environment that we offer. On behalf of the Marwadi University Family, I assure you that together we will ceaselessly continue to walk on the path of excellence.

Prof. (Dr) Sandeep Sancheti | Provost
Marwadi University
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2009
INCEPTION
Marwadi Education
Foundation
Group of
Institutions

2013
BOSCH LAB
Established

2015
Marwadi Education
Foundation Library
enters the
GUINNESS
Book of WORLD
RECORDS

2016
Marwadi University
Established

2017
Marwadi Education
Foundation Group
of Institutions gets
NAAC A+ Accreditation
MU Hosts National
Level Hackathon

2018
MU Signs MoUs with
4 European Universities
under-EURASMUS +
1st Convocation
SHRI KETANBHAI CHUDASAMA - MINISTER OF
EDUCATION, GOVT OF GUJARAT
MLICAI Established
Best upcoming
University of India 2018
by ASSOCHAM National
Excellence Awards 2018.
University of the Year
(West) by Times Now
Indian Education
Awards 2018.

2019
Shri Jitubhai Chandarana
receives the ‘Gujarat
Gaurav’ award
Shri Ketanbhai Marwadi
appointed as
Board Member of GTU
Establishment of
New Gen BDC at MU
Smart University award
by SKOCH Smart
Education Awards 2018.

2020
2nd Convocation with
CHIEF GUEST
Dr Sudhir Mishra, Scientist
the Director- General
of BrahMos Aerospace
MoU signed for INDO
ISRAEL SPACE TEC
LEADERSHIP programme
MEFGI recognised
as a High Performing
Partner Institute by
Edcil Under Study In India
MU Awarded High
performance Computing
facility (Super Computer
Param Shawak) by GUJCOST
and Govt of Gujarat
3rd Convocation Chief Guest
- Hon Chief Minister of Gujarat,
Shri Vijaybhai Rupani
Faculty of Law awarded with
Erasmus plus project
worth 15 cr

2021
MoUs WITH T-HUB for
encouraging entrepreneurship
and startups
Establishment of Energy
Swaraj Ashram
Establishment of High Performing
Computer in the Campus
Forbes recognises Faculty of Law
as one of the Top Law Schools in India
Faculty of Law conducts
its first Virtual MoU Court
Faculty of Management Studies
Signs an MoU with UNIVERSITY OF
DUNAUJVAROS, Hungary
MU signs
MoUs WITH T-HUB for
encouraging entrepreneurship
and startups
GOVT of Gujarat grants MU with Centre of
Excellence Status, CoE
FEATURED AMONG THE TOP PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES
In India As Per INDIA TODAY, 2021
MARWADI UNIVERSITY RATED AS A+ For India’s
Best Law Colleges Rating - West Zone As Per CAREERS 360
MARWADI UNIVERSITY RANKED 23RD
Amongst The Top 50 State Private Universities In India
BY OUTLOOK/ICARE INDIA UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2021
MARWADI UNIVERSITY RECOGNISED IN THE BAND
”EXCELLENT" Under The Category
“University & Deemed To Be University (private/self Financed) Technical”
In Atal Ranking Of Institutions On INNOVATION ACHIEVEMENT (ARIIA) 2021

MARWADI CHANDARANA GROUP
MARWADI UNIVERSITY AWARDS

Award for Leadership in Community Project Based Learning by IUCEE 2020
Institutional Leadership Award in Engineering Education by IUCEE 2020
High Performer Partner Institute Award 2019 – Presented by EdCIL under its Flagship programme of Study in India
Best Upcoming University of India 2018 by ASSOCHAM National Excellence Awards

University of the Year (West) by Times Now
Indian Education Awards
Smart University Award by SKOCH Smart Education Awards
Excellence in Placement by World Leadership Federation

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATIONS

Romania  Poland  Zimbabwe  Brazil  Hungary
North Carolina  Poland  Chicago, USA  Poland  Hungary
Ostrava, Czech Republic  Syrian Arab Republic  Germany  Brazil  Lithuania
Hungary  Syrian Arab Republic  Syrian Arab Republic  USA  Poland
Poland  Hungary  University Of Zambia  M Ashraq University
University Of Juba  University Of Colorado  University Of California, Riverside
MARWADI UNIVERSITY
GRANTED THE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
STATUS BY THE GOVT. OF GUJARAT

AS DEFINED BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT, “CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE” MEANS THE COLLEGE, INSTITUTION OR PRIVATE UNIVERSITY THAT ARE IMPARTED WITH:

- Quality Education,
- Path-breaking Research,
- Innovative Teaching Methodologies,
- Quality Extension Services,
- High Employability & Entrepreneurship
NAAC – National Assessment & Accreditation Council is the country’s highest accreditation council set up by the Government of India. It is an autonomous organisation under the Ministry of Human Resource Development and UGC (University Grants Commission). Only 4% of the total accredited educational institutes in India have been accredited with NAAC A+ grade.

BENEFITS OF STUDYING IN AN INSTITUTION ACCREDITED WITH NAAC A+:

- PREFERRED IN GAINING FUNDING FOR START-UPS
- FAVOURED BY INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES FOR PLACEMENT
- EASE IN GETTING ADMISSION IN FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES
### COURSES

**FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY**
- **BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY (B.Tech)**
  - Mechanical Engineering – Robotics & Automation
  - Automobile Engineering
  - Civil Engineering
  - Computer Engineering
  - Computer Engineering – Artificial Intelligence
  - Computer Science & Bio-technology
  - Information Technology
  - Information & Communication Technology
  - Electrical Engineering
  - Chemical Engineering
  - Petroleum Engineering
- **MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY (M.Tech)**
  - Civil – Construction Project Management
  - Civil – Structural Engineering
  - Civil – Transportation Engineering
  - Civil – Geotechnical Engineering
  - Computer Engineering
  - Cyber Security
  - Electrical Engineering – Electric Vehicles
  - Electrical Engineering - Power Electronics and Electrical Drives
  - Environmental Engineering
  - Mechanical Engineering – CAD | CAM
  - Mechanical-Thermal Engineering

**FACULTY OF SCIENCE**
- **BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.Sc)**
  - Microbiology
  - Chemistry
- **MASTER OF SCIENCE (M.Sc)**
  - Microbiology
  - Bio-technology
  - Chemistry

**POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA**
- Medical Laboratory Technology

**FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES**
- **MBA**
- **MBA (Business Analytics)**
- **BBA**
- **BBA (Hons)**
- **BBA (Financial Markets)**
- **B Com**
- **B Com (Hons)**
- **B Com (Hons) with ACCA**
- **BSc (Hons) Economics**

**FACULTY OF COMPUTER APPLICATION**
- **BSc (IT)**
- **BSc (Data Science)**
- **BCA**
- **BCA (Hons)**
- **Cloud Computing**

**FACULTY OF PHYSIOTHERAPY**
- Bachelor of Physiotherapy

**FACULTY OF ARTS**
- **BA (Hons) in English**
- **MA in English**

**FACULTY OF LAW**
- **BA | BA (Hons)**
- **BCom LLB (Hons)**

**FACULTY OF PHARMACY**
- **B Pharm**
- **M Pharm Pharmaceutics**
- **M Pharm Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance**

**FACULTY OF MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY**
- **DIPLOMA STUDIES**
  - Engineering & Technology
    - Mechanical Engineering
    - Automobile Engineering
    - Civil Engineering
    - Electrical Engineering
    - Computer Engineering
    - Chemical Engineering
    - Information & Communication Technology

**FACULTY OF PHARMACY**
- **BA | BA (Hons)**
- **BCom LLB (Hons)**
- **LLM**

**FACULTY OF LAW**
- **BA | BA (Hons)**
- **BCom LLB (Hons)**
- **LLM**

**FACULTY OF LAW**
- **BA | BA (Hons)**
- **BCom LLB (Hons)**
- **LLM**

**FACULTY OF PHARMACY**
- **B Pharm**
- **M Pharm Pharmaceutics**
- **M Pharm Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance**
ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
AT MARWADI UNIVERSITY

We provide an education of the highest quality that will challenge and encourage you to become an independent thinker, equipped to respond to your university experience and your future.

At MU, you will be taught by internationally renowned academicians whose research directly influences your course. Our teaching is innovative and developed by researchers at the forefront of developments in their field, and industry-relevant.

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
- AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
- COMPUTER ENGINEERING
- INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY
- CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
- CIVIL ENGINEERING
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
- COMPUTER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
- INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
- PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY
- CIVIL CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- COMPUTER ENGINEERING
- ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
- CIVIL STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
- COMPUTER ENGINEERING CYBER SECURITY
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CAD | CAM
- CIVIL TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING POWER ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICAL DRIVES
- MECHANICAL THERMAL ENGINEERING
- CIVIL GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRIC VEHICLES

PhD
- PhD IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY (DIPLOMA STUDIES) 3 YEARS
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
- CIVIL ENGINEERING
- AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
- COMPUTER ENGINEERING
- CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
- INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Science & Master of Science courses is more than just learning in lectures – it about discovery and research through experimentation. Students benefit from cutting-edge research undertaken by MU Faculty, visits by international scholars, research centres, and institutes. Marwadi University provides you access to labs along with your classes, fieldwork, exchanges, and opportunities to complete your own research project. We also provide opportunities to learn from professors who are recognised internationally for their contributions to science and interdisciplinary courses that encourage collaborations between different science disciplines.

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 3 YEARS**
- MICROBIOLOGY
- CHEMISTRY
- BSc (Hons) AGRICULTURE (4 Years)

**MASTER OF SCIENCE 2 YEARS**
- CHEMISTRY
- MICROBIOLOGY
- PHYSICS
- MATHEMATICS
- ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
- BIO-TECHNOLOGY

**POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA**
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 1 YEAR

**PhD**
- PhD IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES
The programme focuses on experiential learning to develop and perform the functions and meet the responsibilities of a pharmacist in a wide range of environments. The Pharmacy degree focuses on providing students a solid foundation in the fundamentals of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Medicine, Chemistry, Biology, etc. You will acquire extensive knowledge of medicines, including their design, manufacture, and effects, as well as knowing how to operate pharmaceutical instrumentation along with regular health checkups.

**FACULTY OF PHARMACY**

**BACHELOR OF PHARMACY** 4 YEARS
- B PHARM

**MASTER OF PHARMACY** 2 YEARS
- M PHARM PHARMAEUTICS
- M PHARM PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE

PhD
- PhD PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
The Faculty of Physiotherapy prepares students to become physiotherapists with excellence in clinical, academics along with admirable team work and lifelong learning who would practice as physiotherapists in a variety of healthcare systems.

**Bachelor of Physiotherapy**

4.5 years

**PhD**

- PhD in Various Disciplines

**Hospital Tie-Ups**

- Christ Hospital
- Ramkrishna Asharam
- GuruKul Hospital
- Prabhukrupa Hospital
- Olympus Hospital
- Shiv Hospital

**OPD Centre**

- MU Campus
- Jagnath
- Panchnath
Business Management Programmes prepare you to solve organisational problems by applying qualitative and quantitative approaches and to assess opportunities and threats of the business environment.

The Programmes at FMS equip you with the necessary skills in all domains of management like Marketing, Finance, Operations, Accounting, and Human Resource Management and build your managerial competence thereby enabling you to apply a variety of business tools and management concepts for effective decision-making.

ACCA is a highly sought-after and internationally recognized professional qualification in accounting with more than 5 Lakh members enrolled worldwide. ACCA opens up immense opportunities in the field of accounting and finance in all sectors across the globe. Students enrolled in this programme at Marwadi University will get the benefit of 7 course exemptions out of a total of 13 ACCA courses.

BBA 3 Years
SPECIALISATION IN
- Marketing Management
- Human Resource Management
- Financial Management
- Banking & Insurance
- Digital Marketing
- Logistics & Supply Chain Management
- Entrepreneurship
- Financial Markets
- Financial Management

B COM 3 Years
SPECIALISATION IN
- Accounting & Auditing
- Finance & Taxation
- Marketing Management
- Corporate & Allied Laws
- Marketing Management
- Applied Economics

B COM (Hons) 3 Years
WITH ACCA
ACCA is a highly sought-after and internationally recognized professional qualification in accounting with more than 5 Lakh members enrolled worldwide. ACCA opens up immense opportunities in the field of accounting and finance in all sectors across the globe. Students enrolled in this programme at Marwadi University will get the benefit of 7 course exemptions out of a total of 13 ACCA courses.

BSc Economics (Hons) 3 Years

MBA 2 Years
SPECIALISATION IN
- Marketing Management
- Financial Management
- Human Resource Management
- Banking & Insurance
- Entrepreneurship & Family Business
- Operations Management
- Logistics & Supply Chain Management
- Systems & IT

MBA (Business Analytics)

PhD
- PhD in Various Disciplines

Skill Enhancement Courses
- Advanced Excel
- Cyber Security
- IT Applications in Management
- Digital & Social Media Marketing
- Programming & Coding
- Blockchain Technology
- Six Sigma
- Foreign Language
- GST
FACULTY OF LAW

Awarded as the “Top Law School” by Forbes India Legal Powerlist 2020, the programmes offered by the Faculty of Law focus on a multi-disciplinary approach together with innovative pedagogy. This prepares students for their legal profession since the inception of their graduation. This includes a compulsory research paper in each subject, eight credit-based compulsory internships; along with Expert Lectures as well as experience-sharing by Judges, Lawyers and Partners of reputed Law Firms. Our Faculty has recently been featured in Top 5 Law Colleges (Public & Private) in West Zone by Careers360 Magazine. Our international collaborations include Two Erasmus Plus Projects (with the education vertical of European Union), amounting to INR 1.5 Cr, where we have the honor of being one of the only Two Law Institutes in India to receive this prestigious grant.

WE OFFER SPECIALISATION IN

- CORPORATE LAW
- INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS LAW
- CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
- CRIMINAL LAW

WITH ELECTIVES IN EMERGING AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS SPORTS LAW, ENERGY LAW, AIR & SPACE LAW, HEALTH LAW, FOOD LAW.

BCOM LLB (Hons) 5 YEARS
BA 5 YEARS
BA LLB (Hons) 5 YEARS
LLM 1 YEAR
PhD

PhD IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES
FACULTY OF
COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

UNDER GRADUATION
PROGRAMMES
We provide a strong foundation to students who want to shape their career in Computer Applications. These programmes are widely recognised in Software Industries. The under-graduate programmes provide a special emphasis on project-based learning in modern Information Technologies and Applications.

- BCA (IT) 3 YEARS
- BCA (Hons) Cloud Computing 4 YEARS
- B Sc. (IT) 3 YEARS
- B Sc. (Data Science) 3 YEARS

POST GRADUATION
PROGRAMMES
The PG degree programme in Computer Applications prepares the students to take up an IT career with ample opportunities to acquire special skills needed for the new-age requirement of the IT and IT-enabled services.

- MCA 2 YEARS
- M Sc (Data Science) 2 YEARS
- M Sc (Cyber Security & Cyber Law) 2 YEARS

PhD
PhD IN
VARIOUS DISCIPLINES
WHY THE FACULTY OF ARTS?

- Innovative applied courses on language and literature
- State-of-the-art Language Laboratory
- Integration of movies and visual culture in syllabi
- Projects on real-life use of language in media and social media
- Unique career opportunities in diverse fields such as teaching, media, translation and interpreting, content writing, creative writing, etc.

FACULTY OF ARTS

The Bachelors and Masters programmes at MU consist of rigorous literary studies which delve into the nuances of comparative literature, literary theory, creative writing, translation studies, etc. The programmes are unique for their thrust on the significance of literature in contemporary global scenarios, application of linguistics and literary principles, and the way it opens up career prospects in various fields such as media and creative arts in general.

BACHELOR
OF ARTS (Hons)
IN ENGLISH 3 YEARS

MASTER
OF ARTS IN ENGLISH 2 YEARS

PhD
- PhD IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES

MARWADI CHANDRAKIRAN GROUP
Research is an integral part of the educational system at Marwadi University. By doing so, we not only focus on training our students but lead them to the highest quality of education. The interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary focus promotes an enriching experience of qualitative learning. With the help of research tools and resources, Marwadi University incorporates research-based knowledge system in various sectors like Agriculture, Commerce, Computer Science, Humanities, Law, Management, Pharmacy, Science & Technology. These are the emerging sectors which are ever-evolving and require deeper research. The full-time as well as part-time PhD opportunity at Marwadi University ensures that the society receives immense benefit from advanced learning.
SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID

Various Central and State scholarship & freeships are available to students that are merit-based, need-based, student-specific, career-specific, and college-specific.

- Bank Loan
- Vidya Lakshmi Yojna
- Mukhyarnami Yuva Swavalamban Yojana
- Scholarship for the privileged
- Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE SCHOLARSHIP)
- Central Sector Scheme of Interest Subsidy for education loans by scheduled banks
- Chief Minister Scholarship Scheme

For more details visit http://www.scholarships.gov.in/

INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMMES

Currently we have 1700+ students from 51 countries. All of them are admitted under ‘Study In India’ programme. Marwadi University / Marwadi Education Foundation Group of Institutions offers categories of scholarship to International Students.

1) 100% Tuition Fee Waiver
2) President Scholarship
3) FULL FUNDED Scholarship Scheme through SII

100% Scholarship on Tuition Fee: Students are given 100% waiver on Tuition Fee. They only need to accommodate and food. Apart from 100% Tuition Fees Waiver, President has also given his consent to give additional President Scholarship apart from the Tuition Fee Waiver.

Marwadi University is also an academic partner of the ‘Study in Gujarat - SIG’ - a campaign aimed towards promoting Gujarat as an education hub on both national and international level.
DISCOVER
A WORLD-CLASS CAMPUS
ENVIRONMENT THAT ENCOURAGES EDUCATION

The environment of the campus directly impacts the performance of the students. A great deal of thought has gone into transforming walls and concrete slabs into the ecologically friendly buildings of MARWADI UNIVERSITY. The buildings of Marwadi University are perfectly designed collaborative academic spaces. The ambiance, lighting, and facilities such as libraries, playgrounds, multipurpose rooms, work areas, and administration that fosters a dynamic environment.

- CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE STATUS GRANTED BY THE GOVT OF GUJARAT
- SCHOOL OF RESEARCH CONSULTANCY SERVICES TO MORE THAN 150 CLIENTS ACROSS VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
- SCHOOL OF RESEARCH CONSULTANCY SERVICES TO MORE THAN 150 CLIENTS ACROSS VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
- STUDENT & FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES WITH 2 FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES IN USA, GERMANY, POLAND, & OTHERS
- ON-CAMPUS HOSTEL FACILITY FOR 3500+ STUDENTS
- 1.6 MILLION SQ. FT. BUILT-UP AREA
- 750 STAFF MEMBERS | 500 FACULTY MEMBERS | 200 PHD FACULTY
- HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING FACILITY (SUPER-COMPUTER) AWARDED BY GUICOST, GOVT. OF GUJARAT
- 38 MODERN RESEARCH LABS THAT INCLUDE 10 INDUSTRY LABS LIKE WIPRO, BOSCH, GOOGLE, CAD/CAM, SMART FOUNDRY, & MUJCAL
- EXCLUSIVE CENTRE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT TRAINING FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, & EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER NEEDS
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- EXCLUSIVE CENTRE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT TRAINING FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, & EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER NEEDS
- 4-ACRE EXCLUSIVE SPORTS FACILITIES FOOTBALL, CRICKET, BASKETBALL, TENNIS etc.
- 4-ACRE EXCLUSIVE SPORTS FACILITIES FOOTBALL, CRICKET, BASKETBALL, TENNIS etc.
- 24/7 ON-CAMPUS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
- AUDITORIUM, AMPHITHEATRE, & SEMINAR-HALLS WITH 2500 CAPACITY TO HOST VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL & CULTURAL EVENTS
- LEGAL ASSISTANCE CLINIC THAT HELPS IN LEGAL ISSUES OF THE UNDERPRIVILEGED
- TRANSPORT FACILITY FOR STUDENTS WITHIN RAJKOT & NEARBY CITIES
- TRANSPORT FACILITY FOR STUDENTS WITHIN RAJKOT & NEARBY CITIES

MARWADI CHANDARANA GROUP
The University campus has a modern infrastructure to facilitate almost all outdoor sports activities. With a total of 50-acre spread, 4 acres are completely dedicated to sports facilities. The University lays due emphasis not only on the academic growth of its students but also on their holistic development.

Students participate in various competitions, both at intra-college and inter-college level.

It has well-maintained Cricket, Football, Athletics and Volleyball grounds. The Sports Complex also includes Basketball Court, A Lawn tennis Court, Netball, and a Softball ground.

Keeping in mind the overall development of the students, there are running and jogging tracks. Yoga camps are also arranged regularly for staff and students.

National Para Swimming Championship: Our MBA Student, Jigar Thakkar, won 1 Gold and 2 Silver Medals at the 21st Competition held at Udaipur.

Indoor Sports Centre has ample space for indoor games, Carom, Chess, and Table Tennis.

The University has a well-equipped modern Gymnasium. The gymnasium is open for students from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm on all working days. A trainer is also available to provide guidance and assistance, wherever necessary. The gym facility is complimentary for students staying in the University hostel.
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The University has a well-equipped modern Gymnasium. The gymnasium is open for students from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm on all working days. A trainer is also available to provide guidance and assistance, wherever necessary. The gym facility is complimentary for students staying in the University hostel.
Marwadi University has 3 main libraries with 50000+ academic and non-academic books, that includes a Guinness world record holder library & digital resources in the form of Kindle and audio-visual aids. Quiet reading spaces to add to the ambience, providing the right mood for creativity and learning.
To produce a highly employable workforce, Marwadi Education Foundation fosters collaboration between academics and industry by incorporating courses offered by leading industries as a part of the curriculum.

**DISCOVER THE INDUSTRY & ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUPPORT**

To produce a highly employable workforce, Marwadi Education Foundation fosters collaboration between academics and industry by incorporating courses offered by leading industries as a part of the curriculum.

- **INDUSTRIAL TIE-UPS**
- **START-UP LABS**

Marwadi University Jyoti CNC Automation Limited (MUJCAL) established with a funding of 1.3 Crores, is a union that impacts vital technical skills essential in ‘Foundries of Rajkot Cluster’ to Engineering students, through hands-on knowledge given by experienced foundry personnel. This amalgamation is a result of strong support and guidance from the Centre for Entrepreneurship Development Cell (CED)-Gandhinagar.

**MUJCAL**

Marwadi University Jyoti CNC Automation Limited (MUJCAL) established with a funding of 1.3 Crores, is a union that impacts vital technical skills essential in ‘Foundries of Rajkot Cluster’ to Engineering students, through hands-on knowledge given by experienced foundry personnel. This amalgamation is a result of strong support and guidance from the Centre for Entrepreneurship Development Cell (CED)-Gandhinagar.

**MUJR**

Marwadi University Centre of Innovation, Incubation and Research (MUIIR) was incepted in 2017, and focuses on Reinventing the Conducive Ecosystem for NextGen Entrepreneurs through various core activities including Research, Innovation, Venturing, Entrepreneurship and Training.

MUIIR has dedicated space of over 3000 sq. feet for first offices, and prototyping with more than 30 hardware. MUIIR is a Nodal Centre supported by SSIP & NewGen IEDC for venturing innovative ideas, and funded more than 80 innovations with nearly 1.75 Crores. It has conducted 80+ total number of startup programmes. MUIIR has also a network of more than 100 industrial mentors in different domains including Aerospace, Agricultural, Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality, Defence, Digital Twin, Electric Vehicles, Food, Healthcare, IoT, and Smart Manufacturing, etc.

**THE CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND FAMILY BUSINESS**

The Centre for Entrepreneurship and Family Business at Marwadi University has been initiated to help students having family business backgrounds. These students usually are not keen on pursuing placement opportunities and working as employees. The core idea of the centre is to help students with a family business orientation to be “family business ready”, solve their family business challenges while they are studying, enabling them to develop a career aspiration to build and grow their family businesses.

Marwadi University promotes research-based education & to facilitate this, MU has installed a supercomputer - Param Shavak awarded by Govt. of Gujarat which facilitates high-end computations & research work in the field of AI.
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Marwadi University is home to 500 faculty members that includes 120 PhD faculty members. The academic pool comprises of international educators hailing from premium institutions like the Indian Institute of Technology, National Institute of Technology, Silicon Valley, and other renowned universities of India.

30% of faculty have experience of more than 10 years in the field of education.
15% of the faculty have a Master’s Degree from International Universities.
16% having industry experience of over 10 countries.

Marwadi University is very aggressive in the research area with faculty members regularly participating in National and International seminars and getting their papers published in the leading academic journals.
With a focus on continuously improving the learning experiences of students, systematic layered ‘Faculty Development Programs’ have been developed under an independent director of the ‘Career Development Department’. The objective of this program is to develop 21st - century skills like Mentoring Skills, Personality Analysis & Persona, Effectiveness, Feedback & Assessment, Academic Leadership and many more ...

The FDP also provides a chance at peer-to-peer learning and innovation to provide the kind of teaching that will enthuse a student to learn well. The areas of training are a combination of communication skills, pedagogical skills, and innovative teaching methods.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
We give hands-on learning experience to students and teachers through our uniquely designed 3 Layer STRUCTURE where we have divided learning in 3 parts with an aim to cultivate holistic development.

**LAYER 1**

**KNOWLEDGE**

This is the first stage where a student is taught to be a lifetime learner. The programme encourages critical thinking, collaboration, self-awareness, bouncing back from failure, identifying opportunities, and decision-making; all life skills are taught through stories, activities, and discussions.

**LAYER 2**

**SKILLS**

In this phase, special Skill Development Programmes aid learners to develop existing skills and also aid in identifying and bridging skill gaps to enable them to achieve their goals.

**CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTRE**

A special centre for ‘Career Development’ for faculty and students which prepares students to cope with 21st-century challenges through various programmes:

- Special Interest Groups
- Special Training Programmes for Skill Enhancement
- Research & Professional Growth Programmes
- Work & Life Balance Programmes
- Soft-skills & Communication Skills Enhancement Workshops

**LAYER 3**

**DEVELOPMENT**

This stage is created to make students proficient in life skills through hands-on experiences that give them an insight into the real world. This type of exposure breeds confidence and nurtures poise to deal with real-life situations. The Three Layers of Learning ensures that all learners acquire key technical skills and soft skills and possess all the necessary attributes that ensure a successful life.

**DISCOVER NEW DIMENSIONS**

The university campus has 40 student-led academic, technical, cultural and recreational clubs that help in an all-round development of the student. Some of the prominent club activities:
DISCOVER YOUR TRUE PROFESSIONAL CALLING

THE MU PLACEMENT & CORPORATE RELATIONS

MU has a large dedicated full-time Placement & Corporate Relations department that ensures deserving students get placed in top companies in reputable positions. We hosted over 400 companies (Year 2020-21) for their campus recruitment drive and created 10000+ job opportunities for our graduates. MU not only facilitates the student’s placements in top corporate companies but also takes a Three Layers of learning approach via strategic development programmes and comprehensive training programmes throughout the year to retrain the students in the following areas:

- APTITUDE
- COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS
- MCK PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
- ORGANISATIONAL CITIZEN BEHAVIOUR
- INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
- DOMAIN SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE

TRAINING INFORMATION & PLACEMENT RELATIONS

Has a committed team of 20 senior trainers and placement professionals that facilitate campus recruitment every year.

TOTAL COMPANIES VISITED : 2021 - 22
480+ COMPANIES

PACKAGE OFFERED AT & ABOVE
- THE HIGHEST PACKAGE OFFERED
  WAS 34.5 LPA – AMAZON DEVELOPMENT CENTRE INDIA PVT. LTD
- THE AVERAGE PACKAGE OFFERED
  WAS 6.1 PA

TOP RECRUITERS
DISCOVER CULTURES ACROSS BORDERS

More than 20% of Marwadi University students come from across the borders. Enriched with nearly a decade of experience in the Education sector, our International Office facilitates international collaborations and associations at MU. We have a dedicated International Relations Office to facilitate international students in all aspects.

FACILITIES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Students from across 51 countries study at Marwadi University, Rajkot well connected with all the major metros in India like Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad via Air, Rail and Roads. We also have a strong and well-structured support system at the institution to assist in:

- Pick-up from airport/railway/bus station to the campus on arrival at Rajkot/Ahmedabad
- Compliance with Foreigners Registration formalities
- Availing local prepaid calling/data SIM card
- Opening of a bank account to avail international money transfers
- Availing medical facilities with reputed hospitals
- One-to-one mentorship and guidance to every student
- Dedicated English language courses to improve communication skills
- Laundry, washing machine and refrigerator facility
- A dedicated International Canteen with Veg & Non-Veg cuisine
- Other facilities like salon, food court, stationery etc. available

MARWADI UNIVERSITY ALSO FACILITATES:

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE PROGRAMME
by initiating relations with international institutions, associations, and organisations to collaborate with their research and initiatives.

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
by coordinating with faculty members and students with documentation

GRANTS & SCHEMES
Counselling students and faculty members at MU about international Study and Research Grants, Schemes, Scholarships, etc.
DISCOVER A CONFLUENCE OF ENERGY

MU FEST
This flagstop cultural extravaganza is an annual affair that provides students a unique opportunity to participate in some amazing events and discover their hidden talents.

HACKATHON SMART CITY RAJKOT
Marwadi University organises Hackathons every year where different institutions and individuals participate in finding solutions across given problems.

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME EVENTS
Aimed at developing a student’s personality through community service, the NSS MEFGI unit has donated more than 2500+ blood bottles, 4000+ clothes donation, 40+ Tree plantation projects, 10+ School education programmes, 5+ Village visit, and awareness programmes.

NATIONAL CADET CORPS
Marwadi University is proud to have a wing of NCC with 80 Boy Cadets and 55 Girl Cadets strength engaged in grooming the youth of the country into disciplined and patriotic citizens.
We provide hostel accommodation facilities which are designed to give you a great student experience.

3500+ Hostel Accommodation Capacity

70+ Buses ply within Rajkot & nearby cities like Morbi, Dhrol, Gondal, Jasdan, Wankaner & Kalavad

Separate Hostels for Boys & Girls
Scenic Lake & Jogging Track
Fully Furnished with Bed, Bedding, Wardrobe & Study-table
TV & Recreation Zone with a facility of regional programmes
Indoor Games and Outdoor Sports Facilities
Hygienic Food-courts
24/7 Security & Surveillance Cameras
Banking Facility within Premises

RO Drinking Water
Fully-equipped Gyms for Boys and Girls
24/7 In-house Medical Assistance
24/7 Supervisory Staff
24/7 Maintenance & Upkeep Facility
Special accommodation facility for Parents
Laundry Facility
Commute with highest safety standards

DISCOVER
A HOME AWAY FROM HOME
SAFE, SERENE, SECURE
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DISCOVER
MU CANTEENS

The University has an on-campus hygienic canteen facility for students, staff, and faculty members. The full-fledged mess facility has a seating capacity of 1200+ students at a time, serving 4 meals a day - breakfast, lunch, high tea, snacks, and beverages.

All food canteens provide fresh and healthy food in clean dining spaces that serve as a meeting and social interaction point for students. The University also has separate Veg & Non-Veg Food-Courts – an open space with great ambiance and hangout zones.

DISCOVER
SOCIAL SERVICE

We are interested in building socially sensitive managers and leaders from our University. For this, our institute is involved in a lot of CSR activities.

We have adopted government schools in the vicinity of our University. We help them in different ways in terms of providing infrastructure, conducting classes, and contributing in the form of books, stationery, etc. In addition, the institute also encourages students to take up a lot of CSR activities across our programmes with the Environment club, NSS activities, and other curriculam.
MARWADI UNIVERSITY

ANTI-RAGGING POLICY

Marwadi University is strictly a ragging-free campus. However, we are 100% compliant to the anti-ragging regulations, and we have an anti-ragging committee and an anti-ragging squad to keep vigil and ensure that our campus is ragging-free.

The MU Anti-ragging Committee ensures compliance through regular actions like checking Hostels, Buses, Canteens, Classrooms, and other places of student congregation, for any incident of ragging.
The Women’s Cell of MU was constituted to initiate women empowerment activities along with ensuring the safety of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition, and Redressal Act, 2013).

The Cell draws members from students, staff and faculty to create a safe and conducive environment that rebels against the idea of a gender-biased environment. The Cell also advises on available courses of action to women on campus who may be in distress. With the help of empowerment workshops and awareness programmes, the Women’s Cell of MU works on its mission of empowering women.
ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION
Visit www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in for details of admission eligibility for all the courses offered by the university.

DISTANCE FROM

Admission to all programmes offered by MU is governed as per the University guidelines and as per the AICTE and/or MHRD norms wherever applicable. Student is required to fill the application form at the campus or apply online on www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in.

MARWADI CHANDARANA GROUP
Rajkot - Morbi Highway
Bhavnagar Road
Rajkot - Jamnagar Highway
Kalawad Road
Rajkot - Ahmedabad Highway
Railway Station
Bus Station
Airport

Marwadi University
Rajkot City
AIIMS Hospital
Lalpari Lake
Aji Dam

ADMISSION PROCESS
OF MARWADI UNIVERSITY

Airport - 12 km
Railway Station - 10 km
Bus Station - 10 km

www.marwadiuniversity.ac.in
MARWADI EDUCATION FOUNDATION GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
Rajkot-Morbi Road, Rajkot 360003 | T +91 281 7123456 | W +91 8980030090 | info@marwadiuniversity.ac.in

Marwadi Chandarana Group
I DON’T HAVE TO SHOW ANYONE WHAT I CAN DO
I NEED TO CHALLENGE MYSELF

Ravindrasinh Jadeja